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Abstract

**Background**: Understanding how to translate research discoveries into solutions for healthcare improvement is a priority of NIH funded Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSA). This study, supported by one CTSA, aims to capture one process of shaping and implementing innovations to advance the timeliness and patient-centeredness of cardiovascular care. Specifically, we sought to understand a partnership between a private digital health startup company, a university innovation lab, and an academic health system’s cardiology program pursuing this goal.

**Methods**: We conducted a case study to understand the partnership; characterize the questions they pursued, their decision points, information and data sources; and identify the challenges and risks. Data were collected through a series of four focus groups with members of each partnering organization. A transdisciplinary research team iteratively worked to condense and synthesize data from audio recorded transcripts into a case narrative.

**Findings**: The collaboration proceeded through clear phases to address the questions and challenges: problem definition, exploration and formalization of the partnership, innovation co-creation and pilot test, and scale-up planning. Phases were punctuated by key decisions, such as forming the partnership, negotiating terms of the partnership, iterating form and features of the innovation, and exploring sufficiency of its value-add for scale-up and sustainment. Key implementation concepts were apparent, including implementation strategies (e.g., champions and iterative trialing) and the implementation outcomes of acceptability, sustainment, and scale-up. Participants identified potential risks of collaboration, reflected on their co-creation process, and the value of engaging stakeholders in innovation design. Findings may inform subsequent collaborations between innovators and translational researchers.
Introduction

Unlike therapeutics and medical devices, innovations in health care delivery have been slow. Universities and health systems employ varied approaches to translate research discoveries into clinical and public health benefit. These include implementation science, quality improvement, technology transfer and innovation labs. A growing number of health systems have established innovation labs, supported internally and charged with accelerating solutions to high priority problems. Innovation centers work to develop, test, and/or spread new diagnostics, therapeutics, and care delivery models in hospitals, clinics, and patients’ homes [1]. Fundamentally, innovation is putting something new into practice, typically with intent to increase healthcare value [2, 3]. Innovation centers often focus leveraging digital data and platforms [3]. Nearly three-fourths of large US healthcare systems have innovation centers, led by senior innovation officers [4].

The recent explosion of implementation science and its inclusion in CTSA’s has intensified recognition of its role in translating medical discoveries into clinical care and community health improvements [5, 6]. Implementation science emphasizes theory, systematic and reproducible methods including user-centered designs, and partnered approaches to developing and testing solutions. Implementation strategies include provider training, use of champions, and feedback via data dashboards [7, 8]. Successful implementation is gauged by attainment of proximal outcomes such as feasibility, acceptability, adoption, and sustainment, which then are hypothesized to lead to improvements in clinical, service system, and population health benefits. Most hospitals also rely on quality improvement approaches such as Plan, Do, Study, Act.
(PDSA) cycles, occasionally blended with implementation science evaluation approaches [8].

Research translation also leverages technology transfer, commercial enterprise with industry partners, and spin-off companies. University technology transfer offices work to commercialize discoveries [9]. The primary objectives of entrepreneurship are the creation, delivery, and extraction of value typically from monetized products, services, or processes that others value more than alternative products—essentially the spin-off route. Market forces provide ultimate validation [9]. Entrepreneurs’ strategies include trialing, conducting market viability assessments, prototyping, minimizing costs without degrading quality, and scaling successful innovations.

Innovation labs often partner with universities to apply implementation science principles to improve care delivery [10, 11, 12, 13]. Innovation often requires partnering with third parties to realize gains. Navigating these partnerships is complicated, and little is known about best practices for these cutting-edge phenomena.

To address this void, we conducted a case study of one such partnership to:

- Capture and describe the processes through which one innovation company and health system worked together to design and implement innovations into care delivery;
- Characterize key questions, decision points, and challenges faced by these partners as they worked toward innovation uptake and scale-up;
- Identify partnership and implementation science concepts that may guide other innovators, researchers and entrepreneurs.

The National Center for Clinical and Translational Science (NCATS) and the NIH funded CTSAs have heightened visibility and support to translational research for system- and community- impact [6]. This study was supported by the Implementation
Science-Entrepreneurship (IS-E) function of the CTSA at Washington University in St. Louis’ (WUSTL), the Institute for Clinical and Translational Science (ICTS). The IS-E aims to advance understanding and synergy between these seemingly unrelated disciplines that share a focus on advancing the uptake and sustained delivery of new discoveries, albeit through different paths.

**Methods**

**Approach.** Case study methods enable in-depth exploration of new phenomena as they occur in natural real-life contexts [14, 15], thus yielding rich descriptions of this collaboration to co-create and pilot an innovation for cardiovascular care from private, academic, and clinical perspectives. Three organizations constituted the collaboration; key informants from each organization participated in the study. We maintain the confidentiality of individual participants, all of whom provided verbal consent. The Washington University Institutional Review Board approved study protocols.

**Organizations, participants, and roles.** The three organizations were a private digital health innovation company with a remote heart failure monitoring product (heretofore, XCo); the BJC HealthCare/Washington University School of Medicine (WUSM) Healthcare Innovation Lab; and the WUSM Cardiovascular Division.

The WUSM Cardiovascular Division is a national leader in high-quality cardiovascular care to a large, diverse patient population. With 75+ faculty members, the Division conducts basic, translational, clinical, and population research to improve cardiovascular outcomes and has trained 300+ cardiology fellows, graduate students and post-doctoral research fellows.
The Cardiology Division was exploring passive and active remote monitoring of heart failure outpatients. Chronic heart failure is the most prevalent heart condition in the US, requiring patient management of complicated medication regimens, frequent medical care, and significant change in lifestyle behaviors (health behavior, diet, environmental exposure, physical activity). The Division wished to gather dynamic, longitudinal data from multiple sensors, in addition to physician- and patient-reported data. They focused on the usability, utility, and efficacy of the patient interface with sensors and mobile application, and of the clinician interface through the monitoring portal. WUSM cardiologists served as clinical informants and assessors of the technology.

The second organization is the BJC HealthCare/WUSM Healthcare Innovation Lab. The Innovation Lab was established as a cross-disciplinary organization to lead health system innovation. The Lab catalyzes care delivery innovations through research and development. In pursuit of this mission, the Lab leverages its academic association with WUSM to employ health services and implementation science research methods to validate rigorously its approach, support academic investigation and yield generalizable knowledge. The Lab employs clinicians, health care administrators, project managers, informaticians, and data analysts.

The Innovation Lab focuses on care delivery innovation, distinct from pharmaceutical or medical device innovation, given the need for improvements in the patient experience and outcomes in the U.S. healthcare system and the emergence of novel care delivery models – many using digital tools – to meet that need. The Lab’s programs engage dissemination and implementation researchers to study the
development, implementation, and sustainability of its projects. It underwrites an internal grant program to support researchers with novel care delivery innovation ideas.

Two informants from the Innovation Lab participated. One was an administrator responsible for setting strategy goals, to ensure goal alignment with the larger health system priorities, and externally represent the organization. A second was responsible for coordinating activities and facilitating communication between the cardiology team at WUSM and digital health company.

The third organization was a private digital health company (henceforth referenced as XCo) whose mission is to optimize patient health technological solutions using data driven methods. XCo is an early stage start up with ~30 employees. The company’s virtual care software platform aims to help providers manage patients remotely from the home. XCo’s solutions strive to modernize care for patients with chronic disease (e.g., Heart Failure, COPD, Diabetes, Hypertension) and other clinical conditions benefitting from extending care to the home. Platforms encompass remote patient monitoring, proprietary machine learning models, and a clinician application for managing a patient panel. The XCo system surfaces actionable physiological and symptom information and orchestrates timely patient interactions and care pathways - bringing clinicians and coaches into the loop when patients need them most. To move chronic care management toward prevention and personalized care, XCo emphasizes trust of patients and clinicians by using partnerships and co-design approaches.

Two company informants participated: one in an administrative role responsible for cultivating investment in XCo and building partnerships with potential adopting
providers and a second responsible for managing deliverables and coordinating activities within XCo, providing regulatory expertise, and promoting the innovation.

Data collection, measures, and analysis. We conducted four focus groups with key informants, following a guide for each group. The topics were: (1) initiation of the collaboration and conception of the innovation; (2) process of innovation development; (3) risks and benefits of collaboration and a co-creation model; and (4) expectations for the future and ideal outcomes. Each focus group lasted approximately 90 minutes, conducted at two- to four-week intervals to allow the research team to reflect on previous discussions to inform subsequent sessions. We collected data from November 2019-January 2020. At least one member from each organization was present for each focus group, with three to five participants per session. A member of the research team led each focus group; a note taker was present. Audio recordings of sessions were transcribed verbatim by a transcription company and reviewed for accuracy by a research team member.

Two research team members reviewed and coded transcripts and then discussed coding convergence until agreement was 100%. The primary coder condensed and summarized data using a case narrative. All research team members reviewed and iteratively revised the final case summary.

Results

We present the results in narrative fashion to show the collaboration’s development, highlighting challenges, questions requiring resolution, and the eventual decisions reached. Figure One summarizes these questions and decisions, as detailed throughout the results, illustrated through exemplar quotes.
**Figure 1**
Challenges and decisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY QUESTIONS AND CHALLENGES</th>
<th>DECISIONS REACHED THROUGH COLLABORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are our goals compatible? Do we agree how to better monitor chronic heart failure patients?</td>
<td>Cardiac monitoring requires innovative, acceptable and personalized solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should we form a partnership?</td>
<td>Acknowledging advantages and risks, XCo and the Innovation Lab decided to formally partner and began working together in mid-2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the terms of our partnership?</td>
<td>The partnering organizations developed a formal contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the optimal features/functions of the innovation?</td>
<td>Partners determined that the innovation’s form and function would develop iteratively through a series of pilots designed to capture user input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the innovation worth scaling-up?</td>
<td>Pilot outcomes would inform decisions about value, sufficient for scale-up and spread.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Problem definition, goal and vision.** Determining compatibility among the partners goals comprised the first challenge. XCo and the Innovation Lab prioritized the clinical issue of chronic heart failure, as did the Cardiology Division. This shared goal arose as a key topic by participants—not from a focus group leader prompt. Participants discussed at length the nature of chronic heart failure and viewed clarity about the problem as a key first step to the viability of their partnership. They described this challenge and their perspectives as follows:

Cardiology Division participant: Close patient monitoring is beneficial, but it’s been a challenge, to date, to find ways to monitor frequently enough to be able to understand if patients are starting to decline. Current strategies include asking patients to record daily weights and use phone calls. But because patients are physically removed from the clinical setting, and we need to follow them longitudinally…More invasive strategies, like putting a sensor in someone has shown benefit, but is costly. Opportunities to intervene early and prevent decline...
are often missed. As a result, patients develop symptoms that are severe requiring emergency room visits and hospitalization. It is an extremely expensive condition to manage with our current protocols.

According to participants, the goal of the collaboration was to enable clinicians to accurately identify and intervene earlier for patients in decline using noninvasive monitoring devices and modern data transmission methods. Devices provide reliable and consistent monitoring at appropriate frequencies from patients at home or the workplace. An equally important goal was making the innovation appealing to those who will adopt it – clinicians and patients. As one XCo participant stated, “…if we can’t get clinicians to adopt it, then it’s all for nothing and there is no business.”

Participants articulated a vision for timely, personalized healthcare in the future. Patients would have continuous experiences with early warning systems, would receive care prior to catastrophic events, and patient management would be optimized using timely information (e.g., medication titration). Patients also would be empowered for more proactive involvement in their care. Care would become more personalized via continuous, natural, and passive patient monitoring, requiring less direct supervision from clinicians. An XCo participant stated: “Everything will be de-averaged and personalized to the patient.” Participants conveyed that developing the remote patient monitoring innovation would pave a pathway toward this vision.

Innovation Lab participant: You have a sort of shared vision for what the world will look like when you are done…in an industry like healthcare that …requires transformation and change. So it’s to have those people that have a vision for what the world will look like when we’re done and have profound beliefs that are, unfounded…and you’re deploying something to test your hypothesis about those profound beliefs.

Early exploration of a partnership. Early on, XCo had launched an algorithm to identify heart failure patients using a social media platform and self-report data. Their
initial attempt was mildly successful, providing strong proof of concept and evidence of feasibly collecting data from patients. Before marketing the algorithm, XCo wanted to demonstrate the innovation’s effectiveness and value and its feasibility and likelihood of adoption. The Innovation Lab, established to test interventions of potential to benefit patients, was already working with the WUSM Cardiology Division. XCo would be their first external partner. The parties agreed that conditions in the health care industry seemed right for capitalizing on emerging technology for remote sensors and monitoring.

Several aspects of this partnership appealed to XCo. The problem was clinically relevant, and it provided opportunity for passive data collection and co-creation via patient and clinician engagement. XCo had investments from reputable groups (e.g., the American College of Cardiology) but experienced challenges finding a reputable partner for formal co-design, pilot, and feasibility testing for a product so early in its development. At this stage of maturity, XCo found it essential to partner with health systems to seek “product market fit” with input from both patients and clinical users.

XCo: It provides legitimacy to an early stage business that otherwise no one knows anything about…we do not have a brand. We do not have a history of anything, other than our personal backgrounds…It brings a level of belief and trust [for] other customers and providers that are considering working with us.

Further, this partnership would provide financial support. Funds reflecting the actual commercial pricing of the platform were essential to XCo’s pursuit of venture capital to grow their business.

The Innovation Lab was already familiar with XCo’s digital approach to solving clinical problems. The Innovation Lab was charged with trialing high risk/high reward
innovations but lacked in-house technical expertise for innovation development. The Cardiology Division could provide access to a clinic and patient population to test and refine the innovation.

Along with these benefits, participants acknowledged the risks to partnering. The Innovation Lab believed that a more mature company might be more successful but would provide less flexibility in product design.

Innovation Lab: And ironically, I’m not totally sure I would have signed on to (XCo) today....I’m not sure that’s where we want to position the Lab. It may be, but there's been some discussions amongst our group about how mature do we want a company to be before we sign on as a partner. I think recently we’ve been gravitating a little bit towards more mature companies than where [XCo] is in its life cycle...there are some reasons to do that...there are also some reasons not to do that. And one of them would be that you’d miss out on opportunities like [XCo].

Innovation Lab participants further noted the risk that a young company might fold after a short time. Figure 2 lists other risks the participants identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 2: Partnership risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Running out of money before formal partnerships can be established, due to the slow pace of universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The partners might be poorly matched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputations might be damaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of familiarity with the market need might lead to efforts that are addressing the wrong problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure will impair future similar endeavors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Formalizing a relationship. A formal partnership between the Innovation Lab and XCo carried legal and compliance challenges. The university typically worked with large, well-established companies, not early stage companies. Most negotiations occurred between the Innovation Lab and XCo leaders, but the partnership had to be explained to their respective stakeholders (i.e., supervisors/board members) to help them see benefit and agree to the relationship. Legal issues of confidentiality, intellectual property, liability insurance, and human subjects’ protections were negotiated formally. Partnership formalization took approximately 9 months, but leaders of this early stage business viewed entry to a large healthcare system and having a champion within the system as critical to their success and worthwhile. XCo valued the Innovation Lab’s role as “an internal evangelist” to help boost the success of developing and piloting the innovation.

Co-creating the innovation. Having formalized their partnership, XCo and the Innovation Lab proceeded to work collaboratively with the Cardiology Division to develop the innovation. The XCo placed high value on shaping a product that was not completely developed but reflected a vision of what it is intended to accomplish.

XCo: You’ve built a good portion of it, but the house is not finished...you’ve gotten the foundations down...you have a directional sense of what type of family you want the house to support. But you haven’t chosen the furniture, you haven’t chosen whether you’re going to have blinds or drapes...these people live in a different way than you thought. So there is the need to bring something...but it ought not be finished.

Such a process would yield a product that is more likely to succeed. To XCo, the co-creation process itself was a primary benefit, particularly when there was no guarantee of this becoming a valuable commercial relationship. From the Lab’s perspective, developing the innovation with XCo brought two advantages often absent in healthcare:
speed in developing a solution and the ability to design with the end user in mind. Co-creation would ensure user input, leading to a better product that would be used with higher fidelity because users like it.

Focus group discussions revealed three steps in a cyclical process of co-creation: (1) understanding context, (2) synthesizing information, and (3) iterative prototyping. First, the partners worked to understand the clinical context for managing chronic heart failure by conducting observation in the field, watching clinicians doing what they do every day. As they described,

First you've got to just observe and, and it uncovers a lot of opportunity….Observation brings forth opportunities or parts of the problem you didn’t realize were there in a way that is different from interviews or focus groups.

Observing the innovation in use in its natural setting—the cardiology clinic—was enlightening. For instance, they began with the idea of developing an early warning system, but talking to users helped them realize that clinicians were more interested in something that would help them provide personalized patient management.

Lab: Some of the things that surfaced during the co-design effort were actually more about personalized patient management….for instance, in the observations we’re seeing, you know, med changes happen and then, patient gets discharged. Oh, and then I [the physician] need to follow up with this…patient in two weeks or next week…..Things get lost, you don’t have timely data to make titration decisions….

XCo: It surfaces an opportunity, we hadn’t thought of, …but now we can embed that into the solution and it changes our roadmap right? So I think that’s one example of that really came to the surface as a result of this co-design quite early on, just through observation…

Interviews with a broad set of stakeholders further yielded understanding of the organization context and goals, and important information about reimbursement mechanisms and other technology in the clinical setting.
XCo synthesized and used the obtained information to revise initial ideas about the kind of innovation needed. Then they took a revised innovation to clinicians and the lab team, and worked through several cycles of iterative prototyping, strengthening key features of the innovation and dropping those less important.

XCo: then …there's a synthesis period where you go away and you synthesize what you've seen, what you found, combined with what your inbound hypotheses were and come up with a set of observations or syntheses of these observations and, and opportunities. Uh, and you test that back with the clinicians… Two to three times and you're, in this case, you're prototyping the experience. Like what does a product looks like, what does it do, what are the features? The last step is you get to deploy it in the wild and start enrolling in this case, deploy and study it.

Throughout the process, end users--both patients and clinicians--had opportunity to contribute to the development of the platform, data collection approach, and clinical workspace, making the innovation more user friendly. The collaborators felt the innovation thereby would be more likely to be adopted and purchased, ultimately increasing viability of the business model.

Piloting and planning for scale-up. The collaborators prepared to pilot test the innovation in a clinical setting with 100 patients for effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. Data would reflect clinical outcomes and fidelity to the innovation for both patients and providers. Although a pilot increased time and cost, the partners believed it would encourage adoption and reduce potential adopters’ fear of change.

Simultaneously, XCo and the Innovation Lab began to work with their respective stakeholders to explore future scale up and innovation marketing. Within the hospital system, the Innovation Lab saw a need for buy-in from multiple stakeholders, including physicians, hospital leaders, and information technology. These stakeholders would need to perceive the innovation’s connection to the hospital system’s interests and
larger strategy. Moreover, the Innovation Lab recognized uptake of the innovation would be contingent on an available budget for the initial investment and their ability to demonstrate the innovation’s applicability to multiple issues across clinical settings.

Assessment of process, product, and desired outcomes. Participants spoke about several characteristics of successful innovations for improving health systems, as well as the outcomes important for such innovations. They clearly articulated principles and features of partnerships between health systems and private innovation companies. These features, shown in Figure 3, are consistent with participants’ narratives throughout the focus groups and detailed above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideas outcomes: Innovation</th>
<th>Ideal outcomes: The partnership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proven effective through research</td>
<td>Will lead to innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasible, desired by users, creates value</td>
<td>Proves viability of partnering with innovators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adds value</td>
<td>Elements of partnering are replicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viable business model</td>
<td>Long term viability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinicians will feel ownership in</td>
<td>Increases ownership for the business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicits stakeholder buy-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increases technology acceptance among clinician</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consistent trust and transparency throughout the collaboration development process. Given the risks and benefits of a collaboration, participants spoke of trust:

XCo: I think [trust] is actually essential to be able to move forward and do some exploration…without all the detailed terms. Like, there has to be some leap of faith. Otherwise…[activity] can get bogged down. Things lose momentum.

Trust was particularly essential in the early phases of the collaboration.

Lab: At this point [when making the initial investments in XCo], the trust that I need to have in the [XCo CEO] and that he needed to have in me [Lab] was foundational. If it were purely transactional or one of us was really trying to screw the other, I think it would have fallen apart at this stage.
Building trust required transparency. Leaders of the partnering organizations were transparent about their own motivations and those of their respective stakeholders. The Lab was motivated to understand emerging capabilities in digital health and assess their relevance for the Cardiology Division, specifically the role of ambient sensing in remote patient monitoring programs in order to increase data completeness and quality. Other interests included the role of predictive analytics in managing the data flow from remote patient monitoring platforms and remote patient monitoring programs that provide substantive clinical value to patients. While these motivations did not necessarily conflict with the interests of XCo, neither were the Lab’s interests necessarily in direct support of XCo’s business objectives.

XCo’s more business-focused motivations included securing actionable feedback about software products from intended clinical users, gaining a reference customer to boost confidence of other potential health systems and investors; and engaging in partnerships that lead to research and help establish brand reputation. All are essential for young “start ups.”

Yet partners valued mutual benefit, thereby reducing perceived risks. They described this as a “leap of faith” partnership, thus engendering confidence: XCo: “I consider it a real success and a bit of a blueprint for how even other startups could be partnering early on.” They also valued transparency between and within their organizations (up and down the hierarchy), regular communication, and the speed with which they both learned and resolved problems. The partners described this as an “ideal” partnership, absent factors that doom many collaborations.
Lab: To learn fast, that means in my opinion, two things, a very tight cycle time and a lot of data you collect during that cycle time to then decide: change, continue, stop. And when you do that, you’re acting on real-time information, you’re acting on it quickly, you’re learning from it.

You try and develop this minimally viable product and then you put it into the wild, get some input and then continue to make it better. That's done, you know, in a matter of sometimes days, but certainly shouldn’t be more than a few weeks. That kind of timeline is unheard of in healthcare.

Discussion and implications

This case study captures a process for developing implementable healthcare innovations through academic and corporate partnerships, Respondents gave varied perspectives—some complementary, some divergent; expressed a number of concerns; and were generally positive about the discussions—indicating their comfort expressing opinions. This study examined one partnership in one health system. While case studies have limited generalizability, they provide rich descriptions and yield working hypotheses for testing theory.

Several factors made this project appealing for our CTSA research. The project focused on two issues of high priority (1) patients with complex and costly medical needs, and (2) digital innovations to capture patient-generated data [1, 3]. The study afforded opportunity to examine partnerships working to innovate as the process evolved. Key players were actively engaged in a test bed phase, that is an iterative design phase or a process of receiving end user feedback to iterate the software design and functionality. The context was appropriate for examining the explanations and possible solutions from the perspectives of innovation and entrepreneurship (I&E) and implementation science, and the processes they used.
Data revealed key questions that the partners worked to address, questions that could inform subsequent partnership endeavors and yield several implications for research translation in other settings and organizations. Key implementation science concepts that were “baked into” the conversations give carry important implications.

First, the partnership development was guided by clear, mutually valued goals—goals that align with clinical, health system, and implementation outcomes [16]. They sought to attain clinical outcomes of improving chronic heart failure symptoms. They shared a vision for the role of technology to accelerate the identification and response to clinical symptoms of chronic heart failure, thereby contributing to health system outcomes of timely, patient centered, and personalized care. A 2015 US Precision Medicine Initiative challenged health care organizations to capture data at the clinical encounter to inform ongoing system level improvements [17]. Partners wanted a product that the market would accept, adopt, and pay for-concepts consistent with both implementation science and entrepreneurship. They would explore the innovation’s acceptability to clinicians and patients, capacity for sustainment and scale up, and costs—all implementation outcomes. As one XCo participant stated, “…if we can’t get clinicians to adopt it, then it’s all for nothing and there is no business.”

Second, these data reflect the importance of deliberate formation and nurturing of partnerships. After a due-diligent, fact-finding process, the organizations worked to decide whether to move forward with the partnership. The innovation required collaboration among industry partners, technology developers, health care leaders, clinicians, patients, software developers, product designers, entrepreneurs/ start-ups,
private payers, and device makers [1]. The Innovation Lab wanted a co-creation opportunity with the private sector.

With partners acknowledging the possibility of failure, financial loss, and reputational damage, risk emerged as a third implication. Start-up companies have high failure rates, while medicine has a staunch commitment to “do no harm.” Private sector entrepreneurs are likely more comfortable with risk than health systems. Start-up companies understand that, by definition, innovation requires risk. Partnering healthcare companies must accept the risk that the start-up company might fail; risk is a given, not career limiting for those involved with start-ups.

These partners regarded risk-harm reduction tension as a challenge to manage, not to be totally resolved. Complementing standard patient protection through IRB review, the Division and Lab managed risk through small ‘proofs of concept’ initiatives to assess both efficacy and safety. Finally, the Lab constructed mitigation strategies such that any company’s failure would not prevent accessing a beneficial digital health capability from another company.

Fourth, the co-creation observed here aligned with user/ human-centered design principles and “designing for dissemination” central to implementation science [18, 19, 20, 21]; research impact [22] and entrepreneurship [1]. A “not fully developed” innovation was piloted with end users, whose feedback contributed to refinement. Developers wanted to shape only a “minimally viable product,” to be tested for feasibility and acceptability, ensuring adopter influence on the final product. Iterative development, testing, and refining of innovations blurs boundaries between traditional phases of intervention development, testing, and implementation. End users—clinicians and
providers—actively shaped the technology tools designed to improve patient care. Tools were designed with patient and clinician needs at the forefront, reflecting “design for dissemination,” yielding the testable hypothesis that co-created products may be more readily adopted.

Consistent with both quality improvement [23] and implementation science [24, 25, 26], the work proceeded in phases—from initial exploration to scalability planning. Research translation is typically slow, whether via traditional research or tech transfer. The time from identifying a need to scaling a solution—known as “recognition to scale” or R2S—for digital innovations takes from 12-24 months [3]. While intervention development and scale can be achieved faster, the partners studied here felt that the iterative, co-creation processes was “not too slow, not too fast.”

Because clinical and translational science is team-based, CTSA hubs have unique opportunity to leverage team science to design and support healthcare innovations beginning at project start [27]. This partnership between academia and commercial sectors for illustrates the need to expand traditional views of partnerships for implementing health system improvements [28]. Lessons from this project may inform other partnerships for innovation.
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